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In , the Commandant of the Marine Corps authorized the creation of a Marine Corps aviation company
consisting of 10 officers and 40 enlisted men. During the Banana Wars , while fighting bandits and insurgents
in places like Haiti , the Dominican Republic and Nicaragua , Marine aviators began to experiment with
air-ground tactics and making the support of their fellow Marines on the ground their primary mission. It was
in Haiti that Marines began to develop the tactic of dive bombing and in Nicaragua where they began to
perfect it. While other nations and services had tried variations of this technique, Marine Aviators were the
first to embrace it and make it part of their tactical doctrine. However, in terms of mission and training, the
assignment of two Marine scouting squadrons as component units of the Pacific Fleet carriers would be one of
the greatest advancements for Marine aviation. Prior to this, Marine squadrons were loosely controlled with
regard to doctrine and training. The great takeaways were the debilitating effects of not having air superiority ,
the vulnerability of targets such as transport shipping and the vital importance of quickly acquiring
expeditionary airfields during amphibious operations. For the first two years of the war, the air arm spent most
of its time protecting the fleet and land-based installations from attacks by enemy ships and aircraft. This
began to change after the Battle of Tarawa as the air support for ground troops flown by Navy pilots left much
to be desired. After the battle, General Holland Smith recommended, "Marine aviators, thoroughly schooled in
the principles of direct air support," should do the job. Their active strength fell from , personnel and
squadrons on 31 August to 14, personnel and 21 squadrons on 30 June They also maintained another 30
squadrons in the Marine Air Reserve. Truman , Louis A. Johnson , attempted to eliminate Marine Corps
aviation by transferring its air assets to other services, and even proposed to progressively eliminate the
Marine Corps altogether in a series of budget cutbacks and decommissioning of forces. The Korean and
Vietnam Wars saw the size of Marine Aviation rebound from its post-WWII lows, emerging as the force that
exists today, consisting of four air wings, 20 aircraft groups and 78 flying squadrons. By the end of the
Vietnam War, the Marine Air-Ground Task Force had grown dependent on its multi-mission inventory of
fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, which could operate from land or sea bases to support Marines on the ground.
Despite their aging aircraft and high operating tempo, Marine Aviation maintained a Fixed-wing aircraft
squadrons are denoted by the letter "V", which comes from the French verb "Voler" to fly. Rotary wing
helicopter squadrons use "H. This changed on 1 July when all existing squadrons were redesignated to a
three-digit system. The squadron is sometimes further divided into sections. Traditionally, the lead aircraft
belongs to the commanding officer. Groups can be classified as: These hold the vast majority of motor
transport , combat engineer equipment and technicians for a MAW.
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Since , the U. The reasons behind the grounding of these aircraft include the toll of long wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq, the fight against ISIS and budget cuts precluding the purchase of the parts needed to fix an aging
fleet, according to dozens of Marines interviewed by Fox News at two air stations in the Carolinas this week.
The cuts came just as the planes were returning from 15 years of war, suffering from overuse and extreme
wear and tear. Many highly trained mechanics in the aviation depots left for jobs in the private sector. Lack of
funds has forced the Marines to go outside the normal supply chain to procure desperately needed parts.
Cannibalization, or taking parts from one multi-million dollar aircraft to get other multi-million dollar aicraft
airborne, has become the norm. To get one Hornet flying again, Marines at Beaufort stripped a landing gear
door off a mothballed museum jet. Argentry Uebelhoer said days before embarking on his third deployment.
Sometimes it takes the Marines 18 months to get parts for early model F jets whose production was halted in
The cuts include those made by the Obama administration as well as the sequestration cutbacks agreed to by
Congress. Only seven made it. Thomas has deployed eight times in all, including six to Iraq and Afghanistan.
Right now only two of his 14 Hornets can fly. His Marines deploy in three months. The aircraft shortage
means pilots spend less time in the air. Ten years ago, Marine Corps pilots averaged between 25 and 30 hours
in the air each month, according to one pilot. Another pilot who asked to remain nameless told Fox News that
Chinese and Russian pilots fly more hours each month than Marine Corps pilots. There is talk that some
aircraft might be pushed to 10, hours while the Marine Corps waits for the 5th-generation Joint Strike Fighter,
which is slated to replace the F, but has been plagued by cost overruns. Robert Neller told Congress last
month. Matt Gruba, executive officer of HMH, a Super Stallion squadron at New River took Fox News
reporters inside one of the large helicopters, which has sent thousands of fully loaded Marines into combat
over the past three decades. Inside, hundreds of small wires cover every surface of the helicopter except the
hard non-skid deck. One failure could be catastrophic, as happened in when a Navy MHE Sea Dragon crashed
off the coast of Virginia after a fire engulfed the aircraft due to faulty fuel lines. Davis ordered the Corps to
refurbish all of the old CHE helicopters to their pre-war condition, including fixing the chafing wires and
jerryrigged fuel lines that were repaired in theater. The cuts have not sat well within the military leadership.
Mark Milley, said cuts could mean more American troops could lose their lives. And most importantly, we
risk incurring significantly increased U. You can follow him on Twitter: LucasFoxNews Trending in Politics.
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aviation has a very different mission and operation than its ground counterpart, and thus, has many of its own histories,
traditions, terms, and procedures.
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Squadron designations. The basic tactical and administrative unit of United States Marine Corps aviation is the
squadron. Fixed-wing aircraft squadrons (heavier than air) and tiltrotor squadrons are denoted by the letter "V", which
comes from the Spanish verb "volar" (to fly).
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